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The benefits of multibit chaotic sigma delta modulation
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Sigma delta modulation is a popular technique for high-resolution analog-to-digital conversion and
digital-to-analog conversion. We investigate chaotic phenomena in multibit first-order sigma–delta
modulators. Particular attention is placed on the occurrence of periodic orbits or limit cycles. These
may result in idle tones audible to the listener when sigma-delta modulation is used for audio signal
processing. One suggested method of eliminating idle tones is the operation of a sigma delta
modulator in the chaotic regime. Unfortunately, chaotic modulation of a first order sigma delta
modulator is a poor system for signal processing. We show that minor variations on a traditional first
order sigma–delta modulator, together with a multibit implementation, may be used to produce an
effective, stable chaotic modulator that accurately encodes the input and helps remove the presence
of idle tones. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1371284#
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Conventional analog to digital and digital to analog con-
verters are based on the linear, multibit pulse code
modulation „PCM… format. They require high-precision
analog circuits and they are vulnerable to noise and in-
terference. In recent years, the consumer audio industry
has moved towards oversampled nonlinear converters for
many applications. An important oversampling A-D or
D-A conversion strategy now employed is the sigma delta
modulator. In sigma delta converters the signal is
sampled at a high-sampling frequency and converted to a
low-bit binary output. They are cheaper to manufacture
than PCM converters, consume less power, and operat
well at the voltage range used in battery-powered audio
equipment. Thus sigma delta modulators are used in the
digital to analog converters of many compact disc players
and in the audio processing of many wireless communi-
cation systems, such as cellular phone technology. In ad
dition, the sigma–delta bitstream format is under consid-
eration for the mastering and archiving of audio
recordings. Unfortunately, sigma delta modulators are
susceptible to limit cycle oscillations which may produce
audible idle tones that are not present in the input signal.
Operation of sigma delta modulators in the chaotic re-
gime has been proposed as a method of avoiding limi
cycle oscillations. However, chaotic modulation may be
unstable and can result in inaccurate output. We look at
a variety of different ways to operate a sigma delta
modulator chaotically. By investigating the nonlinear dy-
namics of these systems, we are able to show that a ne
form of chaotic sigma delta modulation may be used
which is accurate, stable, and avoids the presence of idl
tones.

a!Electronic mail: josh.reiss@kcl.ac.uk
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INTRODUCTION

Sigma delta~or delta sigma! modulation is a popular
method for high-resolution A-D and D-A converters. It
frequently used in audio processing and has a wide rang
applications. Sigma–delta modulators operate using
tradeoff between oversampling and low resolution quanti
tion. That is, a signal is sampled at much higher than
Nyquist frequency, typically with one bit quantization, s
that the signal may be effectively quantized with a resolut
on the order of 14–20 bits.1 Recent work has concentrate
on tone suppression,2–4 multibit modulation,5 and chaotic
modulation.6–9 In this paper, we investigate the behavior
chaotic modulators.

The simplest, first-order sigma-delta modulator cons
of a 1-bit quantizer embedded in a negative feedback l
which also contains a discrete-time integrator, as depicte
Fig. 1~a!. The input to the modulator is sampled at a fr
quency higher than the Nyquist frequency and is conver
into a binary output. The system may be represented by
map10

Un5aUn211Xn212Q~Un21!, ~1!

whereX represents the input signal, bounded by21 and11,
andQ is the quantizer

Q~u!5H 1 if u>0

21 if u,0
. ~2!

In this representation, the outputQ(Un) represents the quan
tization of inputXn21 . The initial conditions,X0 andU0 are
typically set to 0. On average, the quantized output will
approximately equal to the input. Ifa51, then this system
works by quantizing the difference between the input and
accumulated error. The operation of such a first-or
sigma–delta modulator is depicted in Fig. 2. The input is
1.5 kHz sine wave with amplitude 0.8 sampled at a f
quency of 256 kHz~these parameters were chosen to acc
tuate the behavior of the modulator!. Typically, the integra-
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tor leaks due to finite operational amplifier gain, which
represented bya,1. If a.1, then the modulator may behav
chaotically for constant input. Thus when the error gro
sufficiently large, the quantizer will flip in order to reduc
the error.

If a gain is added to the quantization error~difference
between integrator output and quantized output!, as opposed
to the integrator output, then the difference equation desc
ing this modified sigma delta modulator takes the form

Un5Xn211a~Un212Q~Un21!!. ~3!

This system is depicted in Fig. 1~b!. It is relatively simple to
implement in a circuit, and still accomplishes the goals
sigma delta modulation.

An alternative representation of~3! is found by defining
Vn5Un /a andYn5Xn /a. Hence

Vn5aVn211Yn212Q~aVn21!. ~4!

This allows the gain to be applied only to the integra
output and to the input signal.~This representation was sug

FIG. 1. Block diagrams for the two systems. In~a!, gain is applied just to
the integrator output. In~b!, gain is applied to the quantizer error, that is, t
difference between the integrator output and the quantizer output.
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Thus no gain needs to be applied directly to the quantizat
In the case of a single-bit quantizer,~4! has the same func
tional form as~1!.

In this work, we consider chaotic modulators where
gain term multiplies either the integrator output~1! or the
error term~3!. In particular, we consider whether either for
of chaotic modulation is an effective means of idle tone p
vention. We demonstrate that for the case of gain applie
integrator output, although an implementation of a chao
multibit modulator may lead to idle tone suppression, it m
not be practical. This is because in many cases, the outp
a chaotic modulator does not effectively approximate the
put.

THE SYSTEM

A multibit implementation of either~1! and ~3! may of-
fer increased resolution in the quantization. Rather th
quantizing the output into21 and 1, the output can instea
assume a range of discrete values. For ann bit first-order

FIG. 2. A 1.5 kHz sine wave with an amplitude of 0.8 is sampled a
frequency of 256 kHz. The input sine wave and the quantized output of
sigma delta modulator are depicted.
r

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagram of a first
order, one bit sigma delta modulato
with 0 input and gain applied to the
integrator output~System 1!.
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FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram of a first
order, one bit sigma delta modulato
with 0 input and gain applied to the
error ~System 2!.
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sigma–delta modulator, the quantized output can assume
of m52n states. The quantizer would take the form

Q~u!

55
2~m21!/m if u>2~m22!/m

2~m23!/m if 2 ~m22!/m.u>2~m24!/m

2~m25!/m if 2 ~m24!/m.u>2~m26!/m

] ]

22~m21!/m if 22~m22!/m.u

.

~5!

Here, for reasons explained in the section on bifurcation,
assume that quantizer input is in the range22 to 2. Thus, the
systems that will be studied are

~1! the first-order, single bit sigma–delta modulator w
gain applied to the integrator:~1! and ~2!;

~2! the first-order, single bit sigma–delta modulator w
gain applied to the error:~3! and ~2!;

~3! the first-order, multibit sigma–delta modulator with ga
applied to the integrator:~1! and ~5!;

~4! the first-order, multibit sigma–delta modulator with ga
applied to the error:~3! and ~5!.

ANALYSIS

Bifurcations

System 1@Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#, a first order, single bit
sigma–delta modulator, is perhaps the most well-known
simplest form of sigma–delta modulation. It exhibits chao
the gain is in the range 1,a<2. The bifurcation diagram o
this system is depicted in Fig. 3.

System 2@Eqs. ~3! and ~2!#, has a slightly different bi-
furcation diagram. It also exhibits chaos if the gain is in t
range 1,a<2. The bifurcation diagram of this system
depicted in Fig. 4. Notably, the dynamics here are somew
different. For instance, the integrator output does not imm
diately reach the extremes asa is increased past 1. The fu
range of integrator output is between22 and 2, and fora>1,
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 192.58.150.40. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the range of output extends from2a to a. This is a direct
consequence of the fact that the bifurcation diagram m
sures possible values ofUn5aVn from Eq.~4!. It may seem
problematic at first, since the expected input,X, is between
21 and 1. However, as shall be seen later, as long as
average integrator output sufficiently approximates the inp
then this is not a difficulty. We simply require that the inp
signal be bounded by61, even though the quantizer ca
accept input bounded by62.

Stability

One difficulty with operating a sigma–delta modulat
with greater than unity gain is that, for nonzero input, t
modulator may become unstable. That is,Un→6` as n

FIG. 5. The stability regime of a sigma delta modulator for various value
gain and constant input in the range 0 to 1. The solid line and below re
sents the bounded stable regime for a 1 bit modulator with gain applied to
the integrator output~System 1!. Similarly, the dashed line represents th
bounded stable regime for a 2 bit modulator and the dot–dot–dashed line fo
a 3 bit modulator~System 3!. For a modulator with gain applied to the erro
the dotted line and below represents the stable regime for the 1 bit
~System 2!, and the dot-dashed line and below represents the stable re
for the 2 bit case~System 4!.
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FIG. 6. Clockwise from top-left. The
average quantized output as a functio
of the input for a 1 bit, 2 bit, 3 bit, and
4 bit sigma delta modulator with gain
applied to integrator output. The gai
is set to 1.1. The 45 degree line repre
sents the ideal average quantization.
he

–
n-

di-
f a

is
→`. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which depicts the size of t
stable regime for input 0<X<1 ~the plot is symmetric for
21<X<0) and gain 0<a<2. Operating a one bit sigma
delta modulator, Eq.~1!, in the chaotic regime becomes u
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 192.58.150.40. Redistribution subject to AIP
workable for any large input, since the integrator output
verges. Although this can be improved through the use o
multibit quantizer, it is still problematic.

The stable regime is significantly increased if the gain
n

n
-

FIG. 7. Clockwise from top-left. The
average quantized output as a functio
of the input for a 1 bit, 2 bit, 3 bit, and
4 bit sigma delta modulator with gain
applied to quantization error. The gai
is set to 1.1. The 45 degree line repre
sents the ideal average quantization.
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applied to the difference between the quantizer output
the integrator output@Eq. ~3!#. For a 1 bit quantizer, the
stable regime is greater than a 2 bit traditional sigma delta
modulator. If we move to a 2 bit quantizer implementation o
Eq. ~3!, then the entirety of the domain has bounded integ
tor output.

Quantization error

A minimum necessary requirement for sigma de
modulation is that the quantizer output approximate the in
signal. That is

FIG. 8. A three-dimensional plot of average output error vs number of
vs gain. Input is varied over the range21 to 1. For each input number o
bits, and gain, the absolute value of the input minus the average quan
output is found. This is then averaged over the entire input range, to giv
average error dependent on the number of bits in the quantizer and the
in the modulator@Eq. ~3!#. 1 to 5 bit modulators having gain ranging from
0.8 to 1.4 are compared.
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 192.58.150.40. Redistribution subject to AIP
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N (
i 51

N

Q~Ui !5X, ~6!

for constant inputX. This must hold for any allowable input
All the modulators considered have input in the range21
<X<1. With unity gain~a51!, Eq. ~6! holds for the single
and multibit, first-order sigma–delta modulators. Howev
this is typically not true foraÞ1. Feely and Chua11 showed
that integrator leak,a,1, may cause the average output
the sigma–delta modulator to assume discrete values
misrepresent the input. The resulting structure of aver
quantized output as a function of the input is known as
devil’s staircase. As shown in Fig. 6, this is also the case
a traditional sigma–delta modulator witha.1 @Eq. ~1!#. In
fact, for nonunity gain, the average output is approximat
aX. Using a multibit modulator is not sufficient to alleviat
this problem. Although it increases the bounded region of
modulator, and minimizes the discrete steps, it does not
ceed in making the output more effectively track the inp
This is a fundamental problem that is often overlooked in
literature.12

However, the modified modulator of~3! behaves quite
differently. Figure 7 shows that this modulator, although
suming discrete values, still approximates the input. Tha
the average output as a function of input has a slope of 1
addition, a multibit implementation helps to minimize th
length of the stairs in the devil’s staircase structure. In ot
words, for a modulator operating in the chaotic region, as
number of bits used by the quantizer is increased, the a
age quantized output approaches the average quantized
put of an ideal sigma–delta modulator.

To further demonstrate this, a three-dimensional plot
average output error vs number of bits vs gain is depicte
Fig. 8. Notice that quantizer error is greatly reduced as
number of bits in the quantizer is increased. Thus the los
accuracy as the gain is increased~and chaos is introduced!
may be compensated for by adding bits to the quantizer.
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FIG. 9. The permissible 7 bit se
quences that can be generated using
first order, single bit sigma delta
modulator.
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FIG. 10. Intensity plots of power spec
tra ~a! is for a first order sigma delta
modulator with constant zero inpu
and gain ranging from 0 to 2.~b!, ~c!,
and ~d! are successive magnification
~23, 43, and 83! that indicate the
fractal self-similar nature of the powe
spectrum.
is
ut
uc

the
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Symbol sequences

On a practical level the output prior to quantization
not of primary concern. More importantly, the quantized o
put must accurately encode the input signal without prod
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 192.58.150.40. Redistribution subject to AIP
-
-

ing idle tones. That is, tones which are not present in
input signal may appear in the quantized output. For
stance, a constant input of 0 witha51 and initial condition
U050 will produce an output sequence of 1,21,1,21,1,
t

-

t

ve
FIG. 11. Power spectra for the inpu
signal Xn50.5•sin(2p•n/64). ~a! is
the power spectrum for the input sig
nal, ~b! is the power spectrum for the
quantized output signal with gain se
to 1, and~c! is the power spectrum for
the quantized output signal with gain
set to 2. The power is assumed to ha
a base value of 1027 ~2140 dB!.
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21 . . . . Longer period cycles will produce tones at low
frequencies which may appear audible to the listener.

One proposed method of eliminating these tones is
operate the sigma–delta modulator in the chaotic regi
Although the output will still approximate the input, lim
cycles might be eliminated. As an example, a constant in
of 0 with a51.5 will produce an output 1,21,21,1,21,1,
21,21,1,21,1,21,1,1 . . . . This is an endless pattern th
never settles into a limit cycle.

Thus the bifurcation diagrams that were produced ear
are not illuminating because they say nothing about the ra
of quantized dynamics. For these reasons it is importan
investigate the symbol sequences that can be generate
various values ofa. Figure 9 depicts the seven bit symb
sequences that can be generated for a single bit sigma–
modulator with zero input~System 2!. Seven bits were cho
sen simply for resolution—the qualitative structure of t
resultant plot is the same for various choices of the num
of bits. For gain ranging from 0 to 2 in increments of 0.00
100 000 successive quantizer outputs were calculated
sliding window of seven bits was applied to produce out
sequences in the range 0 000 000–1 111 111~0–127!. A cy-
clic symbol sequence would be counted as multiple
quences, e.g., 0 101 010 . . . and 1 010 101 . . . arecounted
as separate allowable symbol sequences. This figure is
actly the same for both Systems 1 and 2.

Power spectra

One of the key reasons to attempt sigma delta mod
tion in the chaotic regime is to see if it can effectively elim
nate idle tones, while at the same time preserving the
quencies in the input signal. For this reason, the po
spectrum is an appropriate tool.

In Fig. 10, intensity plots are shown that reveal how t
power spectrum is changed for gain from 0 to 2. Figure 10~a!
depicts the power spectral intensity over the full range
gain and frequency for a 2 bit sigma–delta modulator~Sys-
tem 4! with zero input. Fora<1, an idle tone exists with a
frequency of 0.5. This is due to the quantizer flipping b
tween 1/2 and21/2. This tone is effectively removed in th
chaotic regime.~b!, ~c!, and ~d! depict the power spectra
intensity at 23, 43, and 83 magnification, respectively
They depict the self-similar, fractal nature of the power sp
trum for a.1. This is another indication of chaos in sigma
delta modulation.

In Fig. 11, power spectra are depicted for an input sig
with 32 times oversampling,Xn50.5•sin(2p2n/64), ap-
plied to ~System 4!. Figure 11~a! depicts the power spectrum
for the input. As expected, peaks are seen at frequencie
1/64 and 63/64. However, for a 2 bit sigma–delta modulato
with unity gain, the output power spectrum exhibits ad
tional peaks at all multiples of 1/64@Fig. 11~b!#. In Fig.
11~c!, the modulator is operated at maximum gain@Eq. ~3!#,
a52. The idle tones are completely removed, and repla
by chaotic fluctuations similar to broadband noise. This no
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 192.58.150.40. Redistribution subject to AIP
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can be filtered, thus leaving only the frequencies that w
apparent in the original signal.

CONCLUSIONS

A conventional first-order sigma delta modulator, whe
gain is applied to the integrator output, does not approxim
input for aÞ1. This is true even if multibit quantizers ar
used. The errors in quantization due to the Devil’s stairc
structure introduced by chaotic modulation can be comp
sated for by using a multibit quantizer. However, this do
not correct the fact that the output is offset from the input
a traditional chaotic sigma–delta modulator. If instead
gain is applied to the error in quantization, then the sigm
delta modulator may achieve accurate quantization over a
greater range of input. If a multibit quantizer is also use
then the modulator can be made stable over the full rang
input. This has the benefit that idle tones can be remo
from the quantization process by operating in the chao
regime.
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